PROPOSITION 1. Let x be a normaloid operator on the Hilbert space H. Then there exists a pure state f of B(H) such that f(ab) = f(ba) (aeC (x), b e B(H)).

Moreover the restriction f\ C*(x) is a character (multiplicative linear functional) of C*(x) and satisfies \f(x)\ = 1.
Proof. We may assume that || x | = 1. Since x is normaloid, there exists a complex number ft of modulus one in the spectrum of x. There exists a pure state/ of C*(x) such that f(x) = p. (This is because /? is in the boundary of the spectrum of x, and hence /?-x is not left invertible. It follows that /?-x is in the left kernel of the pure state/ of C*(x).) /may be extended to a pure state (also denoted by/) of B(H). Then/(x*) = /? andf(x*x) = 1 =f(xx*). Therefore /((I-jfcc)(l-/**•)) =f(l-Px*-px+xx*) = 0.
Hence, for all b e B(H),
H). Thus f(bx) = f(xb), for all b e B(H).
In the same way we obtain/(foc*) =f(x*b), for all beB(H), and finally
f(ab) =f(ba) (aeC*(x), beB(H)).
It is now obvious that/| C*(x) is a character. An immediate consequence of the above, concerning the distance of certain commutators from the identity, is a generalization of [1, Problem 185] . More general results obviously follow in a similar way. Our next result, which is analogous to Proposition 1, is in a more general setting. PROPOSITION 
Let Abe a C*-subalgebra of B(H) and let f be a character of A. Then every state extension f off to all of B(H) satisfies J(ab) = J(ba) (aeA,be B(H)).
Proof. We note that |/(M) | = ], for each unitary u in A. Thus exactly the same method as in Proposition 1 shows that the required equality holds when a is a unitary in A and b is an operator in B(H). The result now follows from the fact that A is the linear span of its unitary group.
As a complement to the above result and to Proposition 1, we have the following result. 
Also (/+/*)( 1) = 1, and so/+/ h is a state of B(H). Similarly f-f h is a state of B(H). Thus, since/is a pure state of B(H), we have/, = 0. It follows that, for all aeA and beB(H),f(ab) =f(a)f(b).
This gives the result.
REMARK. All the above results are clearly also true with B(H) replaced by an arbitrary C*-algebra B. In applications this often does not provide a real increase in generality, so we have restricted ourselves to the statements given.
We now show that the conclusion of Proposition 4 need not hold when / is merely a tracial state of A. We restrict ourselves to the case when A is a von Neumann algebra.
GUYAN ROBERTSON sufficient condition for the existence of a state f of B(H) satisfying
/(foe) = f(xb) (xeM,be B(H)) is that there exists a projection of norm one from B(H) onto M.
Proof. Suppose there exists a projection n of norm one from B(H) onto M. According to Tomiyama [ 2. If M is the (finite) von Neumann algebra of the free group on two generators then no such projections n exist, and hence no state of B(H) satisfies the trace-like property relative to M.
3. Suppose M is a type Hi factor. Then the state/of Proposition 6 (if it exists) cannot be normal. For if it were then the corresponding projection n would also be normal. According to [4, Proposition 1.1] this cannot happen.
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